Employee Assembly Election Results Announced

Three newcomers join three incumbents in 2001-'02 EA

Results of last month’s elections for the 2001-2002 Employee Assembly were announced by the Office of Assemblies at the April 4 EA meeting. Newcomer Carol Bodker ran unopposed for a statutory non-exempt seat, and Patricia Mahoney, a 10-year employee at the NYS Agricultural Experiment Station at Geneva, ran unopposed for a General Assembly seat. This election marked the first time in recent memory that a Geneva employee ran for an EA seat.

Four candidates—incumbents Joe DeMarco, Thomas Hoefbel and Denise Howland—and newcomers Gregory Pratt for the endowed non-exempt seat. After 3 rounds of counting the votes using the Hare system, DeMarco was declared the victor. No candidates ran for the three open statutory seats, of which two are exempt and one non-exempt. Seats not filled through the election process are assigned according to the EA Internal Operations committee's delegated and made the following determinations: Hoefbel and Pratt were each assigned to a statutory exempt seat, and Howland was assigned to fill the statutory non-exempt seat. DeMarco joined the Employee Assembly in 1997, Hoefbel in 1998, and Howland first ran in 1999.

As a result of inclement weather, the Office of Assemblies extended the original voting deadline by one week through March 26. Votes turned in at 12:30, with 1,010 eligible employees returning their ballots. The 2001-2002 Employee Assembly members will elect new officers during organizational meetings in April. The new assembly assumes their responsibilities July 1, 2001.
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Durand Alternative Library Sale Set

April 14 is the date to check out bargains in books on pregressive issues from the Durand-Albee Library. The annual sale runs Saturday 1-5 p.m. in the One World Room, Arcade Taylor Hall.

Save the Date for National Employee Health and Fitness Day

National Employee Health and Fitness Day is set for Wednesday, May 16. Get outside, participate in some exercise, meet new people and win prizes. Check out the April 26 PrawnPrint for more details.

Kitchen Theatre Offers CU Night May 9

Six Appetites of Etoile by local writer Kenny Berkowitz, is the next feature in "CU Night," the series of live productions offered by the Kitchen Theatre for Cornell employees. "CU Night" for this production—drinking satire, romance history and fiction—is set for May 9. Tickets reservations will be accepted starting April 26 through Janet Brefle at 255-7565 or jhb20@cornell.edu. A minimum of 2 tickets will be reserved per request on a first-come, first-served basis. This special offer is not available through the Ticket Center at the College House.

Slope Day Scape Fest Seeking Volunteers

Many volunteers are needed to help make this year's Slope Day and Scape Fest on May 4 as safe as possible. This annual celebration of the end of classes draws thousands of students to Libe Slope each spring. In an effort to encourage responsible partying, discourage alcohol and drug use, assist the ill and injured, pick up trash, give out information, and help with activities at Slope Fest, SPS has put out a call for 1,000 Cornell students, staff and faculty to sign up for two-hour shifts as Slope Day/Scape Fest volunteers.

Volunteers may sign up by completing the application that is available online at http://www.nsu.cornell.edu/shipday. Volunteers are asked to attend one of the following training sessions, all taking place in the WJI Memorial Room:

• Sunday, April 29, 2 p.m.
• Monday, April 30, 11 a.m.
• Tuesday, May 1, 7 p.m.

The training session will take no more than 45 minutes and covers information about Slope Day preparation and services, volunteer responsibilities, Scape Fest activities, and how to work with the CU Police and CU EMS personnel.

All volunteers are given colorful Slope Day/Scape Fest T-shirts to wear during their two-hour shifts, which are then to keep after the event. For more information, e-mail slope_day@cornell.edu or ask the Student Activities Office at 255-4111.

Last chance to sign up for Office Professionals Symposium

The last day to R.S.V.P. for the 13th Annual Office Professionals Symposium is Wednesday, April 18. Over 500 Office Professionals have already made plans to attend this annual stimulating event on April 25 at the Bailey Hall Auditorium from noon-2:00 p.m. Lunch will be available beginning at 11:30 a.m. Be sure to R.S.V.P. today to Dottie Counter at dic28@cornell.edu.
Leadership Leads

Humor is Healthy
George Peter

A (or any time) years ago, an appropriate time to emphasize the myth of humor in the workplace. At age 40, Prime Warner’s Blake Riddle. Perhaps that’s why humor over-the-counter medical forms.

Newsworthy: What do you offer after you age 89?
Barbara Black back to school
Barkun—what doctors do when patients
Catherine—make your contact with their
CNBC—what is Washington doing
Diane—be long
Emerson—love him
Foster—Quicker than someone else
Hume—Chew your words

There are more bits, lucky for you, the editor allows me limited space. I suppose this could also be a lien on grammar. Anyways, humor makes the day more easier.

Tech Talk

Cambridge Dias

Should You Upgrade Your Macintosh to OS X?

I was asked about the new Apple operating system, OS X (pronounced “ten”), you may be wondering what it needs to upgrade.

The short answer is, probably not yet. OS X has far more functionality and uses many of the OS X.1 features, but the requirements for this upgrade are OS X.1. The software in OS X.1 can run on any computer that is capable of running OS X.1 or later, including the new Macs.

If you do not yet have OS X.1, then I would recommend sticking with OS X.1, until Apple releases a new version of OS X.1. On the other hand, if you already have OS X.1, then I would recommend upgrading to OS X.1 for free, and then installing the new version of OS X.1.

My daughter Katherine was fascinated with the animals that she could actually get close enough to touch. And to have a cow give a bellowing “moo” right in front of her was just the icing on the cake.

C A Seeking Grant Applications

One of the stories was about coming to Cornell to find out how it was possible to use an uncontaminated cell line to grow commercial crops. The story was about looking at the challenges and opportunities that face commercial crops. The story was about looking at the challenges and opportunities that face commercial crops.

Attention Book Lovers

Don’t miss the Cornell University Books书．Hundreds of hours of listening are available in the form of printed books. There are over 250 titles, including more than 500 and 2000 including a wide range of subjects, from fine arts to humanities, from the social sciences to natural science. The books are written by experts in their fields, and include books for the general reader, as well as books for the professional. The books are available on CD, DVD, and in printed form.

Moving Wall To Visit Cornell

The Moving Wall is a large, red, 48-foot-long wall that is brought to Cornell by the American Veterans Art Project. The wall is brought to Cornell by the American Veterans Art Project.
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VP Murphy Headlined Retirees’ Association Spring Luncheon

The program, which includes a keynote address by a prominent speaker, is followed by a luncheon to provide networking opportunities for attendees. The luncheon features a keynote address by a prominent speaker, followed by a panel discussion on important issues facing the association.

Cornell Dining chefs celebrated Black History Month

For Black History Month, Cornell Dining’s Executive Chef John Kinsdoih and Tessa Chef Kevin Mitchell demonstrated southern soul food cuisine for the Culinary Institute of America’s Black Culinary Caucus. The event, entitled “Nurturing the Soul,” was the centerpiece of the institute’s annual celebration of Black History Month, and featured a refreshment of classic southern dishes, including cornbread, fried chicken, and collard greens.

The menu included a variety of dishes, featuring black-eyed peas, collard greens, and cornbread. The dishes were served with a side of sweet tea and a slice of lemon. The event was well attended, with a crowd of over 100 people.

The event was a success, with positive feedback from attendees. The chefs were praised for their skill and creativity in preparing the dishes.
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Peter Murphy

Web excuses go on the rise.

For your children entering kindergarten in the fall, take care of your child and yourself. The kindergarten teacher will be there to help you manage the process.

Susan Murphy

For more information about K-Camper, call 255-4290 or email: cornell.kcamper@gmail.com. Website: www.kcamper.com.
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